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30th May 2010

To

ALL MEMBERS OF ARISE

Dear Comrades,

ARISE - ANNUAL GENERAL BODY MEETING
Spirited participation at the congregation

It should have been seen to be believed. None had tired limbs

or sunken spirit. Cheers on all faces and joy of being together with no

further expectation made the crowd special. The venue overflowed

with overwhelming presence of members from various parts of the

country. Cutting across cadre former General Managers to retired Sub-

staff  made up the confluence of members at the venue. Not to be

outdone the present General Managers and other executives also

participated in large number in demonstration of their of wishes to

ARISE.
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The Annual General Body meeting commenced as scheduled with

the melodious invocation rendered by Com. Usha Sampathkumar.

To symbolize ushering light into our life and dispelling the darkness

of ignorance traditional lamp was lit by the diginitaries.  Our President

Mr. V. Krishnaswamy, General Manager - PAD, IOB, lighting the lamp
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Com. K.S.Rengarajan delivered the welcome speech. He highlighted the challenges ahead of

us while recording the achievements made thus far. Achievements may not be many but we

are right on track and have already emerged as the organization having the largest membership.

He then read out the message of our Chief Advisor ComA.S.Sabharwal who could not make it

due to his sudden ill health. Our Chief Advisor while wishing the conference all success prayed

almighty for the well being of all IOBIANs.

Following our President’s ‘Welcome speech’ Mr.V.Krishnaswamy, General Manager  still

convalescing, made the brief inaugural speech but sat through the whole 3-hour inaugural

session at great physical strain. We thank him profusely.

Then came the torrent of emotional and enlightening speech by the Chief Guest

Com. Shantha Raju, the former UFBU convener, the architect of historic wage settlements.

Com. Shantha Raju spoke about the benefits retirees are getting in State Bank of India and

the recognition  Pensioners’ Association is receiving from SBI. The Association has been given

office space and other infrastructure and is assisted in conducting conferences and regional

meetings by SBI as a mark of respect to the retirees who have given their best to the growth

and progress of the Bank. We are confident that the day is not far off when the same spirit

would guide our Bank too and ARISE would be extended similar facilities. Com.Shantha Raju

lauded the unions for having secured 2nd option for PF optees, a demand that was eluding

fulfilment for the past 15 years. He wished ARISE the very best and emphasized the need to

build up strong unity at all India level among retirees. ARISE pledges itself to build up unity

within IOB and serve for unity among all banks’ retirees.

Com. K.Anandakumar, General Secretary of IOBOA in extending fraternal greetings gave

a grahpic account of Pension settlement. Everyone present realized that the second option for

pension was no mean achievement and it was still a good bargain in spite of additional cost to

those who missed the first opportunity. He concluded by pledging continued support of IOBOA

to the cause of retirees in general and to ARISE in particular.

Com. S.B.C. Karunakaran, General Secretary, ARISE addresses
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Com.J.D.Sharma, President of IOBOA  extending warm greetings to ARISE made an

incisive analysis of the pension settlement in his inimitable style. Common thread that weaved

through the speeches of Com. Shantha Raju, Com.K.Anandakumar and Com. J.D.Sharma

exposed the antagonism of

IBA and Government to the

cause of Bank employees and

that lack of empathy and not

resources was the reason for

the step motherly treatment to

Bank employees. ARISE in its

circular (Titled “Banks! To

fare well be fair to Bank

employees)  opined that by

holding 2nd option for pension

a hostage Govt/IBA  reduced the whole wage negotiation to a Hostage crisis talks. This reading

of ARISE has been vindicated by the above speeches and the recent circular of AIBOC (Cir.

No.64 of 12/5/10) wherein it was admitted that  Govt/IBA exploited the situation by offering a

poor package for wage revision.

We live in a land which strongly believes that Truth alone triumphs in the end. Truth of

the sacrifice of the employees, Truth of the austerity practised by the employees, Truth of their

single minded devotion and dedication have to triumph and will triumph. The lost ground in

parity will be retrieved and so also parity with government pensioners brought to  banks’

pensioners. If IBA comes

again with the false plea of

banks’ bottom-line Unions

should demand take-over of

management by the

employees that will ensure not

only better wage revision in

2012 but also fair bargain for

all stake-holders. Employees

need not strike work any more

but have to strike at the false

propaganda of bottom-line.

Present and Former Executives of the Bank, assembled

Section of ARISE membership, attended
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Inaugural session concluded by 1.15 P.M. followed by lunch hosted by IOBOA. It has

become a habit with IOBOA to play the perfect host.

We have no words to thank them for all the help and assistance they have rendered for

the successful conduct of the conference.

Business session in the afternoon had enthusiastic and active participation of members.

General Secretary presented his report and the accounts and it was passed unanimously after

deliberation. Everyone craved for unity and some suggested merger to achieve that end.

Com.K.V.Acharya and Com.M.R.Gopinatha Rao, Vice Presidents gave graphic account of the

steps taken for merger which unfortunately did not find any response from the other quarters.

General Secretary concluded that the only way to bring unity among retirees is not merger

but to make ARISE the only organization of retirees in IOB and all members should strive to

bring all the retirees who are their friends and neighbours to the fold of ARISE. This view was

unanimously endorsed by the General Body.

General Body expressed its anguish over our Bank’s reluctance to extend REMAS and

other welfare measures to VRS 2000 and to reopen REMAS to all other retirees who missed

the deadline. General Body expressed its disappointment over our Bank not implementing even

non-monetary issues and agreed issues like staff rates for all loans availed by retirees against

instruments of savings.

Resolution was passed for pension updation, pension upgradation, 100% DA neutralization,

improvements in Family Pension Scheme etc. The General Body approved the steps being

taken by the leadership to explore legal remedies for all the above.

To formalise the patronage ARISE receives from IOBOA, the General Secretary Com. K.

Anandakumar and the President Com. J.D. Sharma of IOBOA have been made ex-officio

patrons of ARISE. The proposal to make these duo as patrons found unanimous welcome

demonstrating the strong bondage between ARISE and IOBOA,

Nomination to the executive committee was made by making Com. V.M.Krishnamurthy

as Organising Secretary, Com.S.Kruparam as Joint Secretary, Com.P.Krishnaraj as ECM,

Com.S.Rajan, Regional Co-ordinator - Kollam.

The meeting came to a conclusion by 5.15 P.M.

We thank all the members, especially the lady members who have come in great number

to the conference braving the heat and inspite of it being a busy wedding date.
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Indian Express dated 25th May 2010
Dinathanthi dated 25th May 2010

Dinamani dated 25th May 2010

We append the press coverage carried by the local dailies.

With Warm Greetings,

Yours Comradely,

(K.S. RENGARAJAN) (S.B.C. KARUNAKARAN)
PRESIDENT GENERAL SECRETARY

ARISE ZINDABAD !

OUR UNITY ZINDABAD !

LONG LIVE ARISE !

IT SHOULD BENEFIT ALMOST ALL MEMBERS -

PLEASE OPT FOR PENSION
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REGIONAL CO-ORDINATORS
Contact No.

BANGALORE : MR. A.S. VIJAYAKUMAR 098453 96680
MYSORE : MR. B. KRISHNA BHAT 0821 2514514

MR. C.S. GURURAJAN 098453 38959
MANGALORE : MR. H. KRISHNA BHAT 094483 38175
FARIDABAD : MR. S.S. RATHEE 0129 2283563/4141620

098686 76868
JAIPUR : MR. C.P. JINDAL 098285 85540
ERNAKULAM : MR. P.L. JOSE 094471 56488
COIMBATORE : MR. STEPHEN PAUL ANANDAM 097903 85485
TRICHY : MR. A.M. JAWAHAR ALI 098944 31339

MR. R. SURYANARAYNAN 094866 33666
MADURAI : MR. R. SIVASAMY 098421 87349
VIRUDUNAGAR : MR. P. RAMASAMY 094860 27603
TIRUNELVELI : MR. P.S. HENRY 094431 15444
KARAIKUDI : MR. M. SUBBU 094429 42572
NAGERCOIL : MR. S. LAKSHMANAN 094867 55770
TANJORE / NAGAPATTINAM : MR. S. MAHALINGAM 094437 12020
VELLORE : MR. G. CHANDRASEKARAN 099948 83878
ERODE : MR. E.S. KESAVANANDAM 094431 30440
MEERUT : MR. K.R. KISHORE 094127 03485
MUMBAI : MR. M.N. PANIA 098245 61628

MR. N.L. LAHORI 98204 04521
CHENNAI : has been segragated into several areas for the convenience of the Co-

ordinators appointed.
VALASARAVAKKAM / : MR. M. YUVARAJAN 098401 65208
VIRUGAMBAKKAM / NESAPAKKAM
/ SALIGRAMAM / K.K. NAGAR
EAST TAMBARAM / : SRI SOLOMAN SAMUEL 094861 67580
SELAYUR / RAJAKILPAKKAM
TAMBARAM SANITORIUM / : SRI N. GANESAN 94453 24202
CHITTALAPAKKAM /
CHROMEPET / PALLAVARAM
WEST TAMBARAM / : SRI M. SELVARAJ 98410 94660
PERUNGULATHUR
NANGANALLUR / : SRI V. RAJENDRAN 94440 73849
PALAVANTHANGAL / MADIPAKKAM
T NAGAR : SRI S. KRUPARAM 044 24364441/9444981028
VILLIVAKKAM / PERIYAR NAGAR / : SRI KUMAR PIRAMANAYAGAM 099520 12678
PERAMBUR / AYANAVARAM
WEST MAMBALAM / : SRI K.P. ACHAR 98400 58807
KODAMBAKKAM
MYLAPORE / TEYNAMPET : SRI K.S. GANESAN 044 24981507
R A PURAM / MANDAVELI
DELHI : MR. V.K. TIKOO 093125 06286

MR. R.S. SAMPATH 099683 05614
KOLLAM : MR. S. RAJAN 094473 51955
KOLKATTA : MR. AMAR KUMAR MUKHERJEE 098312 91024
LUCKNOW : MR. K.C. KANDPAL 0522 2308309/096214 69539

MR. A.K. MASSEY 0522 2327254/094555 55914
JALANDHAR : MR. R.S. SAINI 094171 97886
CHANDIGARH : MR. V.K. AGARWAL 093161 15148
AHMEDABAD : ROHIT A. BHATT 09824 990758
KOZHIKODE : P. CHANDRAN 09447 338383
MUMBAI : K.B. CHAVAN 099690 37358
PONDICHERRY : N. RANGA SUDHAKAR 94432 80072
ASSISTANT REGIONAL CO-ORDINATORS
WEST MAMBALAM : C.R. SAYEERAMAN 044 24839239
MADURAI : C.R. RANGABABU 9443457826


